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THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY UNIT V7ITH SLIDING
PLASS PANELS (1 1/2":1'0H scale)
46 A. Single image on each of the four glass
panels shown super-imposed. (photograph)
46 B. Extention of glass panels, (photograph)
46 C. Extended glass panel, three quarter view.
The solid white image was reproduced from
a photogram. The two central images are
solarizations. The furthest image is a com
bination of photogram and solarized photo
gram. (photograph)
47 D. Full-scale effect depiction, (photograph)
JACETATE SILK SCREEN FILM BACKING SHOWING SUB
TLE AFTER-IMAGES
49 A. Solarized photogram.
50 B. Solarized photogram.
51 C. Combined solarized photogram and photogram.
52 D. Photogram.
54, 55 TROUT IMAGES TRANSFERRED TO PAPER
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jTHREE DIMENSIONAL FOLDING PANELS (l 1/4": 1*0"
'scale)
56 A. Folding panels unit depicting solarized (white
on blaok) side, (photograph)
57 .B. Folding panels unit depicting solarized (black
on white) side, (photograph)
58, 59 C. Continuous tone photograph of leaves and vines
on the Erie Canal in Rochester, N.Y.
60, 61 D. Enlarged and solarized positive of the cont
inuous tone photograph.
62, 63 E. Kodalith film positive of the same. Section
in white depicts selected area to be enlarged
full-scale.
65 F. 3X Enlargement of selected area. (Kodalith)
66, 67 G. Full-scale enlargement of previous section
screened on paper, (silk-screen print)
WALL EXTENTION UNIT
68 A. Wall extention unit shown in conjunction with
solarized (white on black) folding panels unit
in scale, (photograph)
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68 B. Wall extention unit shown in conjunction with
solarized (black on white) folding panels unit
in scale, (photograph)
THREE DIMENSIONAL POSTERIZED ALUMINUM WALL EXT
ENTION UNIT (1 1/4":1'0" scale)
69 A. Aluminum wall extention unit in scale, (photo
graph)
70, 71 B. Continuous tone photograph used for wall
extention unit.
72, 73 C. Posterized film positive for wall extention
unit. (Kodalith)
74, 75 D. Posterized image transferred to paper using
silk-screen process, (silk-screened print)
CALENDAR OF
PROCEDURES'
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SEPTEMBER A. An exploration of photographic images from
nature used as a creative source of inter
pretation.
B. A production of
these'
images on Kodalith
film.
OCTOBER A. Posterization and solarization of photo
graphic images on Kodalith film.
B. Selected images on Kodalith film processed
for silk-screen reproduction, then trans
ferred to plate glass and paper.
C. Design and production of three-dimensional
display unit with sliding plate glass pan
els in 1 1/2": I'D" scale.
D. 35mm color slides and polaroid photographs
taken of the unit illustrating full-scale
effect.
E. Production of same images on paper.
NOVEMBER A. Formulation of questions asked of non-de
sign orientated people pertaining to design
effectiveness of glass panel display unit.
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B. Design and production of folding panels
employing a negative and positive solarized
image on each full side in 1 l/4w:l,0w
scale.
C. Enlargement to full-scale, one section of
design on the folding panels unit. The re
sultant image processed for silk-screen
reproduction, then transferred to various
papers.
DECEMBER A. Continuation of test questions asked of non-
design orientated people pertaining to de-
sign effectiveness of glass panel display
unit.
B. Design and production of aluminum wall ex
tention unit employing the posterized image
in 1 1/4": l'O" scale.
C. Production of the same image on various pap
ers.
JANUARY : A. Polaroid photographs and 35mm color slides
taken of folding panels and aluminum wall
extention unit illustrating full-scale effect
B. Continuation and conclusion of test questions
asked of non-design orientated people.
TECHNICAL TERMS
19
Primary technical terms are defined and
explained with the intention of establishing
an understanding of them throughout this thesis
report.
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CONTINUOUS TONE jA photographic image which has not been
screened and contains gradient tones from
black to white.1.
HALFTONE A reproduction of continuous tone art
work, suoh as a photograph, with the
image formed by dots of various sizes. 2.
CONTACT SCREEN Film with dot pattern used to reproduce
continuous tone photographs.
KODALITH An extremely high-oontrast, orthochroaaatio
film on a strong polyester plastic base
whioh has very high tensile strength and
resistance to tear, and which provides
the best dimensional stability available
in a flexible support. It is designed
primarily for making line and halftone
1. International Paper, Pooket Pal, p. 151, New York, N.Y,
2, Ibid., p. 155
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negatives and positives for photomechani
cal and drawing reproduction when size
holding is of critical importance. This
film has wide exposure and development
latitude and will produce sharp halftone
dots suitable for dot etching.
j
i
i
ION 2. One of the electrically charged part
icles formed in a gas by the action of
an electric discharge.
"
PHOTOGRAM Objects appear as detailless black areas
within the outlines formed by their shape.
Photograms are also silhouettes, except
that they are not made with a camera but
by placing the object in more or less
intimate contact with a sensitive material.
The shapes are reproduced white on black
or black on white without any intermediate
5
it ones.
3. KODAK Graphic .Arts Lata Book, Films and Plates for the
Graphic Arts, p. D-2, Eastman Kodak Co., 1961.
4. CL. Barnhart, The American College Dictionary, Harper
and Brothers, New York, 1953.
5. O.R. Croy, Design by Photography, p. 12, Focal Press,
New York 1963.
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SOLARIZATION Basically the technique of solarization
(really the Sabattler effect) involved
only exposing the film briefly to white
light during development. Further develop
ment then blackens also the previously
unexposed silver bromide which had remain
ed undeveloped during the first phase, so
that at the final stage the film is more
or less black all over. After fixing how
ever, thin transparent border lines appear
along the outlines of subject areas which
were already developed up before the second
exposure affected the rest of the silver
bromide.
This is why the lines are formed. During
the development silver bromide is reduced
to metallic silver, while the bromide part
goes into solution as bromide ions. As
the concentration of the latter increases,
they restrain and retard the development
process. After the solarization exposure
the rate of development increases, since
it now extends over the whole emulsion
surface. Accordingly, there is a sudden
increase in the bromide ion concentration.
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But in the spaces between the already
partly developed and the newly develop
ing areas the bromide formed cannot
diffuse away so quickly. It remains trapp
ed along the thin boundary and there re
tards development. As a result, outlines
of a lower density are formed and appear
most prominent where before the second
exposure and already flpnse area join
ed a completely undeveloped one.
This largely explains also the best techni
que of obtaining these outlines. They
appear most clearly at sharp boundaries
Of dark and light areas, especially where
the original contrast between these areas
is high. Highly active developers favour
the formation of the outlines, since their
rapid action leads to a specially sudden
increase in bromide concentration, which
can be further enhanced by adding potassium
bromide solution to the developer-
The practical problem of solarization is
however the correct matching of the follow
ing four factors: the original exposure
of the film (the basic exposure), the de
velopment time up to the second exposure
(first development), the duration and in
tensity of the solarizing exposure, and
25
finally the development time after this
exposure (second development).
POSTERIZATION A conventional photograph with a full
jrange of toneB can be reproduced with
only a few tones; in this thesis, opaque
shadows and white highlights. This is
known as posterizing.
"Posterized reproductions may be charact-
) erized by the number of tones they possess."
A two-tone posterized picture will consist
of black for shadows and white for high
lights; a three-tone posterized picture
will consist of black, white, and a single
gray tone.
A. A continuous tone photograph was copied
with Kodalith film on the vacuum back
of the process camera after size was
determined on the camera groundglass.
B. A twelve second exposure was made.
C. The Kodalith film was then developed
in Kodak A and B Developer mixed 1:1
for two minutes and forty-five seconds*
thirty seconds in stop bath; and two
6. Ibid., p. 162.
7. KODAK, Bulletin for the Graphic Arts, No. 6. p. 3, Graphic
Arts Trade Relations, Rochester, N.Y.
7.
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minutes in the fixer.
D. The result was a negative which was
cleaned and spotted.
E. A contact of the negative oa another
sheet of Kodalith film resulted in a
a positive image,
F. The positive image was contacted to
silk-screen film (Hi-Fi by tTla&o),
then transferred to silk.
INTRODUCTION
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What my thesis undertakes to do is to produce
graphic displays which are intended to be employ
ed as aesthetic communications as well as for mass
educational purposes.
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate
and illustrate ways in which communicative design
can function for industrial and architectural ap
plication by combinihg photographic and indust
rial media.
Effective creations of spacious illusion
was done by photography and use of common indust
rial material such as plate glass, sheet aluminum,
simulated wood panels, and paper.
Although each glass panel contains a single
photogram or solarized photogram of a trout in
the display unit with sliding glass panels, their
super- imposition communicates depth and insight
not only to shape of the fish, but also its basic
structure in one view.
Though walls are windowless, the applied post
erized photograph used on a wall extention commun
icates the illusion of spacious views over sand
and sea.
In the folding panels unit, the solarized
treatment of the photograph simplifies the comp-
30
lexity of numerous vines and leaves reflect
ing their image over water. Nature communicates
to man graphically.
THOUGHTS ON FUNCTIONAL
DESIGN'
fm*
5
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Functional design is that activity which
aims to shape the physical and mental environ
ment of man.
What then, is the purpose of man-made de
ign? Is it enough to answer thftt the purpose
of a building is shelter? Is it sufficient to
answer that the purpose of a chair is to sup
port the human body? Can these functions be
understood only by what we consider their funct
ion to be, or do we need to inquire still further
until we reach a final and common root of all
these purposes?
If the roots of those thoughts, which to
day seem self-evident and which we use frequent
ly in a mechanical repetition, are traced back
to the ideas and works of those great designers
of the recent past who gave us these thoughts,
it will become obvious that they meant more
than most of us mean today.
Louis Sullivan, whose work and writing be
came the guiding force of contemporary design
thinking, was fully aware of the depth and range
of the issues involved. He wrote these words
about his goal:
"To make an architecture that fitted its
function, as realistic architecture based
on well-defined unitarian need - that all
practical demands of utility should be para-
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mount as basis of planning and design; that
no architectural dictum or tradition or
superstition should stand in the way." 1.
And he wrote also, putting his own thought
in a broader context:
"Man perhaps and probably was the only real
background that gave distinction to works
appearing in the foreground as separated
things." 2.
For him, it was always self-evident that
design is not for design's sake, that design is
for man.
Man was the root of Sullivan's thought, and
human function gave direction and measure to what
ever he did. It was not the house function that
he built for, but a function of man by means
of a building. So too, it is not the graphic
displays that function, but again man, who
through the design of them could function better,
that is, live fuller and freer.
1. Louis H. Sullivan, The Autobiography Of An
Idea, New York, 1929-
2. Ibid.
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Sullivan's focus on man was not only on
man as he was then. He aimed to satisfy man's
need for comfort as a means to help men grow.
"The fabricating of a virile, and proud
civilization, rich in its faith in man,
is surely to constitute the absorbing int
erest of the coming generation.lt will
begin to take a functional form out of the
resolve of choice, and the liberation of
those instincts within us which are akin
to the dreams of childhood, and which,
continuing on through the children and
the children of the children, shall be a
guide evermore." 3.
Sullivan and men like him, had a living
fiber because it was intimately connected with
a living human core.
"Design that integrates life, functioning
for man, functions in terms of the materials
it uses, the structure it applies, and the
form in which it is shaped. Design which
have their source in the heart of man, and
not in his pocket book are alive. Designs
which grow organically with the calm dignity
of honesty, not with the haste of a bad
conscience, can only and do only provide
the values needed for human growth. They
are functional in the truest meaning of
the word . " 4 .
3. Ibid.
4. From an essay on design by Gyorgy Kepes, Graph
ic Forms, p. 5, Harvard University Press, 1949.
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY.
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Speed and quantity has greatly influenced
the ways in which we think and feel. Are we de
voting as much care to man's need, to his int
rinsic nature, as we do to building with sheet
aluminum or bending plywood to furniture?
Has not our concern for material efficiency
led to the neglect of the efficiency of the. most
important design, the design of man as an in
dividual and as a member of society? By direct
ing all efforts on material products, the very
heart of all these achievements is neglected;
the producing man, man's happiness and growth.
"The laws of visual perception are condit
ioned by the visual habits of the time." 5.
Visual communication can be efficient only
if it adapts itself to contemporary man.
Machines, motor vehicles, jet planes, flick
ering light displays, sliopwindows, street scenes,
motion pictures, television have become common
features of the contemporary scene. The per
fect mechanical function of the machine and its
harmony of parts provided men with logic and
order in life. Clarity, precision, and economy
are compelling values in a world of cross pur
poses. It is not by chance that the most commonly
5. Ibid.
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appreciated aesthetic values are in the designs
of a motor vehicle, jet, or computer. Visual
communication forms, to be efficient in their
appeal, have to utilize these qualities of the
visual patterns.
With the Industrial Age and within an ever-
increasing wealth of products, man himself became
worn out, incapable of benefiting from his labors.
Limited to a conveyor belt, he rarely feels the
joy of creation. Unable to encompass the form
of things which take shape under the work of
his hands, he forfeits the sense of accomplish
ment , the unity and thus the harmony in the
doing, which might give him true satisfaction.
Limited to the mechanical details of one or
another singular movement within the complexity
of the production machinery, he gradually loses
those sensibilities which are the guarantors of
his perceiving the richness of life. Through
mass production, which could only be achieved
through mechanization, man's sensibility, emot
ional unity has been killed or at least dull
ed and deformed. In most of our free activities,
we don't participate with full vigor of our
total self. It is significant that in movies,
radio, television pictures, and even books - we
are lazymen; on-lookers. In the age of speciali-
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zation, we also became specialized in our exper
iences, and have lost the vigor which comes from
the coordination of many ranges and levels.
To counteract this shallowness, to achieve
a fuller man, we must do everything which helps
to rescue and may redevelop man's dulled sensibil
ities.
"The visual language is capable of dissemin
ating knowledge more effectively than al
most any other vehicle of communication." 6,
It is the major function of every man made
design to fit the true purpose of man and help
him perceive life as an integrated, balanced flow
of activity in which his sensous, emotional and
ideational levels coexist harmoniously.
6. Gyorgy Kepes, Language of Vision, Paul Theo
bald, Chicago, 1944.
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Questions prepared to obtain opinions for
statistical purposes were presented to non- de
sign orientated people. These were specifically
chosen for this test because they represent the
masses which the designer establishes communicat
ion, and also because the designer, unless
doubly alert, lacks the perspective that distance
offers.
The questions pertained to the effectiveness
of the three-dimensional display unit with sliding
glass panels. A demonstration and reasons for
the design was given by the author- Photographs
of how the unit would look in actuality was
passed among those being tested. The questions
presented on a pro or con basis rendered the
following results:
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QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO TROUT DISPLAY UNIT
1. Does the message of "depth, illusion, yet insight" communicate
clearly?
POSITIVE g<^ NEGATIVE
2. Does the same message communicate rapidly?
POSITIVE 3 2- NEGATIVE 9
|93. Is color effective for this type of design'
POSITIVE 37 NEGATIVE
^"
4. Do you feel that this design would appeal to children as
well as adults?
POSITIVE 4l Negative
5. Would you prefer to see the images on the glass panels changed
periodically if the design structure was set up to be a per
manent part of a museum or any public building?
POSITIVE NEGATIVE (t>
